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Manufacturer:ELCOMAN Srl
Brand: KOBRA
Model: 430 TS
Article Code: 99.901

Professional Touch screen shredder - indusTrial conveyor BelT shredder

MADE IN ITALY

K O B R A  4 3 0  T S

* Capacity varies on supply power, weight, quality and grain of paper,
operating temperature and blade lubrication

Features

ELECTrIC CONVEYOr BELT easy material intake
SUPEr POTENTIAL POWEr UNIT heavy duty chain drive with steel gears
CONTINUOUS DUTY SHrEDDING 24 hour continuous duty motor, no duty cycle or timed cool down periods
TOUCH SCrEEN Control Panel: all 430 TS functions are simply activated by touching the function symbols on the operations panel. Touch 
sensitive switches are fully sealed for resistance to all contamination and easy cleaning
SAFETY STOP automatic stop for ultimate convenience and safety, the 430TS automatically stops when the waste container is full or when the 
cabinet door is open
AUTOMATIC rEVErSE automatic reverse in case of jamming
AUTOMATIC OILEr the 430TS integrated electric automatic oiler for maximum cutting and power consumption efficiency
CLEAr VIEW Clear and strong see through guards on both sides of the 430 TS feed area gives the operator a complete and safe view of the 
430 TS shredding operation area
rEMOVABLE CONTAINEr Flex Volume sturdy waste container is mounted on casters for light and easy removal and disposal of the shredded 
material

High performance conveyor belt industrial shredder. Designed for large shredding throughput and continuous shredding operations. 
Convenient conveyor belt for easy feeding of material to shred. Carbon hardened cutting knives, unaffected by staples and metal clips. 
High precision design of cutting knives allows high shred loads with low power consumption. Motor thermal protection. 24 hours 
continuous  duty motor: no duty cycle or timed cool down period. bag full stop with light signal.

430mm
P-3 O-2 T-3 E-2
3
5,8x50mm cross cut 
125-130 A4/70gr; 100-105 A4/80gr
Paper, Card Board, Folders, Paper Clips, 
Staples, DVD/CD, Blue ray, Floppy Disks, 
Credit Cards, USB memory sticks
approx. 300kg/hour
0,21m/sec
60dba
380-415V/50-60Hz/3 phases
4kw
470lt
81x161x170cm 
480kg
8 026064 999019

Automatic Oiler 
Sturdy & large volume 470 liter steel cabinet

equipped with a dedicated
oil container holder

Electric Conveyor Belt
Convenient conveyor belt for easy feeding 

of material to shred

Waste bags
removable steel trolley with a special 

interchangeable bin for
one 470 lt bag or two 235 lt waste bags

Throat width:                                        
Security level DIN 66399:                  
Security level DIN 32757:
Shred size:                                             
Paper capacity*:  
Shreddable Materials:

Shredding output:
Speed:                                                 
Noise level (idle/shredding):
Voltage:                                                 
Power:              
Container Capacity:                                                                                  
Dimensions (WxDxH):                     
Weight:
EAN Code:


